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Machine Quilting 
 
Machine Features 
Your machine should preferable have the following features: 
1. The needle should be able to stop in the down position. 
2. Your machine must be able to stop immediately and NOT stitch a couple more stitches. 
3. You should be able to control the speed. 
4. The feed dog should be able to drop. 
 
Walking Foot 
The walking foot is used for straight lines and gentle curve quilting.  It evenly feeds all three layers.  
When using a standard foot, the top of the quilt is held back by the pressure of the foot.  The walking 
foot and the feed dog work together as the feed dog move the bottom layer of fabric the walking foot 
moves the top of the quilt.  This enables you to work the fullness without sewing in any folds. 
 
Quilting with the walking foot 
1. Feed dog must be in the up position. 
2. Make sure that the walking foot is on correctly. 
3. Stitch length must be a little longer than piecing on about 3 stitch length. 
4. Stitch tension between 3 and 4. 
5. When stitching in the ditch, sew on the lower side of the seam and not on the bulk. 
6. Sew all the straight lines first.  Then do all the outlining of the motifs and finally all the background 

quilting. 
7. Start quilting from the top to the bottom sewing (horizontally) the centre line first working the bulk 

out of the machine.  Sew the vertically lines in the same manner.  As shown in the diagrams 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start sewing 
1. Position the needle exactly on the starting point. 
2. Lower the foot and make one stitch. 
3. Hold the top thread and pull the bobbin thread to the surface. 
4. Hold both threads firmly and start sewing. 
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Free Motion quilting with a Darning foot 
In free-motion quilting, you will move the quilt sandwich in all directions, without turning it.  You will be 
in control.  The issue here is to co-ordinate the needle speed and how fast to move the quilt sandwich 
under the needle. 
 
Free motion quilting 

1. Feed dog must be dropped or covered with masking tape. 
2. Use a darning foot which gives you the most visibility. 
 

Start sewing 
1. Move quilt sandwich under the needle.  Make one stitch, hold on to the top thread and pull the 

bobbin thread to the surface. 
2. Hold both threads firmly in left hand start sewing. 
3. The length of the stitch is controlled by the speed that you move the quilt sandwich and also 

the speed of the machine. 
4. Move backwards, forwards, and to the side without turning the quilt. 

 
Do the following exercises 

1. Move quilt sandwich under the needle.  Start in the middle of the sandwich block. 
2. Make one stitch, hold on to the top thread and pull the bobbin thread to the surface. 
3. Hold both threads firmly in left hand start sewing the following design from the left to the right; 
 
 
 
 
Now sew the same design from right to left; 
 
 
 
 
Continue until you have even stitches, gentle curves, no puckers or bumps 


